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The vertigo is a sensation characterizing the erroneous motion
of the self or surround. The disabling percept is often like a
spin or a sway. The false sensation of motion impairs daily life
activities, leading to substantial disability in gait and other
volitional movements. Such profound deficit in self-motion
is often seen in rather benign conditions such as benign par-
oxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) or in serious central dis-
orders ranging from chronic dizziness featuring degenerative
cerebellar conditions to dramatic presentation of acute cere-
bellar stroke.

Regardless of its etiology, the examination of eye move-
ments plays a substantial role in thorough clinical investiga-
tion of a dizzy patient. On the flip side, the detailed ocular
motor examination had often pointed the clinicians in the right
direction when the diagnosis of the cerebellar disorder was
under a conundrum. Gait and appendicular ataxia are other
common coexisting features when the cerebellum is affected.
Historically, although the reports of degenerative cerebellar
disorders have frequently included ataxia, inclusion of eye
movement deficits has not been so common in the past years.
The best example is depicted in Fig. 1 where the trend of peer-
reviewed publications on PubMed where cerebellar degener-
ation was one of the key words (black line, Fig. 1) in either the
title or the abstract is compared with the number of publica-
tions with key words cerebellar degeneration plus ataxia (blue
line, Fig. 1), plus nystagmus (gray line, Fig. 1), plus any eye
movement deficit (pink line, Fig. 1), and plus gait disorder

(green line, Fig. 1). It is surprising and unexpected from the
standpoint of clinical wisdom that the reports of eye move-
ment or gait disorders along with cerebellar degeneration are
rare compared to the combination of ataxia with cerebellar
degeneration. Such trend of published literature poses an im-
portant question—how vital the eye movement or gait exam-
ination is—although clinical wisdom has always suggested
their critical role in diagnostics of the cerebellar conditions?

An elegant and rigorous study conducted by the group of
investigators from the Ludwig-MaxMillan University system-
atically assessed the ocular motor deficits in the large cohort of
the cerebellar patients with primary presentation of vertigo
[1]. In this extensive dataset, the authors excluded patient with
rather rare, focal, and well-defined lesions of the cerebellum,
but analyzed relatively common but frequently disregarded
chronic or episodic vertigo with no obvious structural deficits.
The authors found a robust link to the cerebellum. Careful
clinical examination frequently revealed cerebellar deficit,
and often it categorized the symptoms to specific posterior
fossa region [1]. Of all patients with cerebellar degenerative
disorders, 81% had vertigo and 95% of vertigo patients had
eye movement abnormality. The trend was similar in
paraneoplastic or immune-mediated forms or hereditary cere-
bellar disorders. From the physiological standpoint, it is ex-
pected that sensation of vertigo should correlate with the pres-
ence of nystagmus during primary gaze since the constant
movements of the eyes (hence retinal image motion) leads to
perception of rotation. Although the eye movement deficit,
such as ocular pursuit abnormality, was quite common and
was present in 95% of these patients, only 24% had central
fixational nystagmus. Therefore, while it is convincing that
eye movements represent an important Bmarker^ for the cere-
bellar involvement, it is still unclear why abnormal perception
of surrounding motion leading to vertigo was present in al-
most three times more number of patients. We interpret that
the presence of nystagmus is not an absolute requirement for
perception of vertigo.
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This study brings a fundamentally important question, why
the cerebellar patients with putative vermis involvement have
false perception of rotation (i.e., vertigo) even when nystagmus
is not present? The question brings us to scientifically novel
area of investigation where the role of cerebellum was exam-
ined in the physiology of motion perception. Contemporary
literature had askedwhether the human cerebellum plays a role
in neural processing beyond motor control, including percep-
tion of the environment and others. Does the cerebellum influ-
ence higher brain function through multiple cerebello-cerebral
loops?What are the neural strategies for the cerebellar process-
ing of self-motion perception and perception of objects moving
around? In natural behavior, the brain computes a precise in-
ternal estimate of body movement that ensures appropriate
reflexive behavior and accurate perception of self-motion.
Classic vestibular and eye movement studies delineated basic
principles of central motion processing in pathways responsi-
ble for the reflexive eye movements—the vestibulo-ocular re-
flex (VOR). Perceived angular motion may also utilize the
same basic principles with some fundamental differences es-
pecially in dynamic properties of perceived motion as com-
pared to that provoked due to eye movements [2–4]. One
may consider several theoretical constructs to explain differ-
ences of perceived motion without the influence of eye move-
ments. One obvious factor is the influence of prediction in
perception [5]. Predictive behavior relies on the memory of
the preceding sensations and the influence of the reaction (or
percept) to the ongoing sensory input. In other words, the re-
action (or percept) of ongoing sensory signal could represent
the average of the predicted (cognitively determined) and cur-
rent sensory signals [6, 7]. This downstream signal processing
could include the weighted averaging of the prospective

estimate of future movement (prediction based on the memory
of the immediately precedingmovement—cognitive or predic-
tive component) and the current signal received from the sen-
sory organs. During impoverished or disease-affected condi-
tions, such as in patients with diffuse cerebellar insult, the
cognitive or predictive component of motion cues might have
a stronger influence on the computation of perceived motion
[7]. Such a mechanism might also disrupt the perceptual phys-
iological response to rapidly changing unexpected movements,
leading to perception of sways and imbalance during locomo-
tion as well as vertigo without nystagmus. Key questions need
to be addressed: what is the pattern of activation of the cere-
bellum during the observation of others moving around? Does
the cerebellum participate actively in action perception? What
is the link with the processing of internal/external kinematics at
the level of cerebellar cortex and cerebellar nuclei? What is the
role of the cerebellar node(s) in the processing of sways/
balance in the context of social interactions, a fundamental
element of human behavior?

To epitomize, this editorial highlights a key study where eye
movements were identified as a critical Bmarker^ of cerebellar
dysfunction in patients with vertigo. We believe in the authors’
claim that eye movements should be carefully examined not
only to identify cerebellar involvement, but also to categorize
cerebellar dysfunction to particular posterior fossa syndrome or
Schmahmann’s syndrome. Such categorization (in future) may
lead to proper identification of pharmacotherapy targets.
Finally, we also emphasize the importance of the cerebellum
on abnormally perceived motion even in the absence of corre-
sponding movement. Latter deficit is organic and is far more
common than clinically appreciated; it leads to substantial im-
pairment in morbidity and quality of life in affected individuals.

Fig. 1 Analysis of number of peer-reviewed publications on cerebellar
degeneration with or without various co-morbidities in human patients.
The number of annual PubMed publications was extracted with PubMed
search of the keyword Bcerebellar degeneration.^ Black trace depicts
annual number of publications from 1980 through 2018. Blue trace is
the number of annual publications where cerebellar degeneration and

ataxia is reported, green trace is when cerebellar degeneration is
associated with gait disorder, gray trace nystagmus, and pink trace eye
movement disorder. It is noteworthy that ataxia is by far the commonly
co-reported symptom with degenerative cerebellar disorder compared to
ocular motor or gait deficit. The trend remains about the same through
nearly four decades
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